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For a given latitude on Mars, the observed surface temperature as a func- 
tion of local time of day can be fit in a least squares sense by choosing the 
appropriate surface thermal inertia and albedo. Temperatures measured by the 
Mariner 9 Infrared Radiometer could be well fit in this manner except during 
the afternoon (1). During the afternoon the observed temperatures were cooler 
than the best fit model. This effect is referred to as anomalous afternoon 
cooling. 

A global survey of the Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper data was begun to 
better determine the magnitude and extent of the anomalous afternoon cooling. 
As with the Mariner 9 data, averaged data were used to achieve good diurnal 
coverage. For each spectral band the data are grouped within a limited range 
of solar longitude (season), 2' in latitude, approximately 90° in longitude, 
in three emission angle ranges, and in twenty four divisions of a martian day 
(H). The longitude constraints were chosen so that regions of low predawn 
temperatures were separated from the remainder of the planet (2). Only data 
from the 20 pm spectral band with emission angle less than 55' are used here. 
Ten areas with good diurnal coverage early in the Viking mission were chosen 
for the survey. These areas differ greatly in latitude terrain type and 
physical properties (see Table). The thermal inertia and albedo of each area 
were determined by plotting various model curves with the data and choosing 
the curve which minimized the deviations of the observations from the model 
between midnight and noon. Also listed in the Table are the maximum devia- 
tions observed and the local time at which they occurred. Because of incom- 
plete diurnal coverage the AT'S listed may not correspond to the absolute 
maximum possible. 

All but two areas showed significant anomalous afternoon cooling. The 
two areas (1 and 10) farthest from the equator are the exceptions. This is 
in agreement with the Mariner 9 data which show significant latitude depend- 
ence (1). Those areas which did have anomalous afternoon cooling showed the 
effect during many seasons through more than a full martian years. The effect 
is observed during seasons of relatively clear atmosphere, as well as during 
seasons with significant dust in the atmosphere. These facts and the Mariner 
9 observations indicate that the effect is not seasonal. 

As shown in the Table the amount and timing of the anomalous cooling 
varied between locations. In general, the anomalous cooling began immediately 
after noon, but in a few cases it did not begin until 14 H. The observed 
temperatures returned to match the model temperatures near midnight. The 
maximum anomalous cooling observed (-24 K) occurred in area 5 at 19.5 H. 
Except for areas 1 and 10,the smallest anomalous cooling was observed at the 
VL-1 site (area 2). 

The deviations of the observed temperature from the model temperature do 
not correlate well with thermal inertia. Low inertia areas ( 4  and 7) behaved 
in a fashion similar to medium inertia areas (8 and 9 ) ,  while areas with 
nearly the same inertia (5, 9 and 10) had greatly differing amounts of anom- 
alous cooling. 

The deviations do not correlate with elevation; elevated areas (4 and 7) 
do not differ from low lying areas (5 and 6). 

The deviations do not correlate with albedo. The magnitude of anomalous 
cooling in bright areas (4 and 7) was similar to the magnitude in dark areas 
(5, 8 and 9). 
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TABLE I. Survey Areas 

Thermal Maximum Longitude Inertia Time of 
Area Latitude -2 Albedo observed Range cal cm 

AT (K) 
day (H) 

K-l 
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